
MINING SERVICES
Bringing our full resources to daily mining challenges
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We live for 
the challenge 
SRG Global is an engineering-led global specialist asset services, 
mining services and construction group built to solve complex 
problems across the entire asset lifecycle.

SRG Global was born out of Australia’s 
greatest ever engineering and construction 
challenge, the Snowy Mountains Hydro-
electric Scheme, in 1961. Today, we are 
an ASX listed company bringing a unique 
engineering mindset to every construction, 
maintenance and mining project we touch.

Our specialist technical capabilities, 
diversified services and global experience 
working on iconic skyscrapers, bridges, 
dams, structures, transport infrastructure, 
mining and oil and gas projects, means there 
is no complex challenge we can’t resolve. 

Working across the entire asset lifecycle,  
we provide bespoke engineer, construct  
and sustain solutions, meaning you only ever 
need one partner. We’re also self-performers 
because our team incorporates every 
discipline and skill required to meet the 
challenges our customers set.

Few specialist services companies have 
amassed the same knowledge, developed 
as many innovations or worked on as many 
world-class projects as we have. As a result, 
we have some of the best technical minds 
and problem solvers, supported by a culture 
that encourages out of the box thinking and 
people working together to push boundaries 
on what’s considered possible. 

We are also relentless in the way we deliver. 
We know that people’s lives depend on us 
executing with absolute precision, which is 
why we never compromise on our systems, 
processes and safety standards. 

We are SRG Global and we’re up for  
the challenge. 
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Specialist Building
Vertically integrated solutions

Civil & Engineering
Constructing complex infrastructure

Mining Services
Comprehensive ground solutions

Asset Services
Sustaining complex infrastructure

Products
Complementary products and technology
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Key projects

Bringing our full 
resources to daily 
mining challenges

Kalgoorlie Superpit WA Mount Rawdon South Middleback Ranges Mount Carlton

What we do

SRG Global is the only drill and blast contractor 
that can also offer an integrated range of 
complementary technical services to significantly 
improve safety and productivity on your mine site.

Working in the gold and precious metals, coal 
and iron ore mining sectors across Australia, SRG 
Global brings a uniquely adaptive approach to 
drilling and blasting, driven by our engineering 
heritage.

We are flexible in how we work, execute drilling 
programs with precision and respond confidently 
to challenges that arise in the open pit each day. 
It’s part of who we are to continually investigate 
safer and more innovative ways of working, 
and to re-engineer our machines to optimise 
performance for each customer’s mine site and 
minimise handling and risks to personnel.

We also provide our valued clients with 
technology services customised to suit individual 
project requirements such as remote control 
drilling equipment or high precision GPS 
instruments.

Drill and blast

Geotechnical Services 
and Applications

Specialist Drilling 
Services

Mine infrastructure

Industrial services

Scaffold and access 
solutions

Rope access
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Drill 
and blast

MINING 
SERVICES

Drill, blast and explosives 
management with 
engineering precision
We provide blast hole and resource 
definition drilling and blasting 
services and explosives supply and 
management, across Australia.

We use state-of-the-art technology 
to relay real-time drill performance 
data so you can make quick decisions 
to optimise resources effectively for 
every hour of every shift.  We also 
use High Precision GPS systems 
to ensure drilling accuracy and 
improved productivity, eliminating the 
requirement for on-ground surveying 
personnel.

We work with our clients to implement 
fully customised remote controlled 
systems across our drilling fleet 
to ensure safety to personnel by 
removing them from hazardous work 
environments. The equipment can be 
controlled from a safe distance and in 
some applications multiple machines 
can be controlled by a single operator.

Production drilling
SRG Global is a leading drill and 
blast contractor with a vast amount 
of experience in the industry, we 
understand the importance of quality 
control at this critical stage of the 
mining process. Our operational 

team will deliver optimal availability, 
ensuring high utilisation and a safe 
operating environment.

SRG Global own and operate over 50 
drill rigs that are located throughout 
Australia.  The fleet consists of 
strategically selected models including 
Caterpillar, Epiroc and Sandvik.

This scale and diversity gives us the 
capability to provide solutions and key 
benefits for a wide spectrum of drilling 
applications including:

• Blast hole drilling capacity from 
depths of 3m to 86m

• Remotely controlled and high 
precision GPS

• Semi-autonomous capable drills
• Top hole hammer drilling 76mm to 

152mm
• Down the hole hammer drilling 

127mm to 251mm
• Rotary drilling 165mm to 311mm
• Contour drilling and pioneering
• Probe drilling
• Collar pipe drilling and installation

Pre-split drilling
SRG Global provide accurate pre-split 
drilling services utilising a modern 
fleet of drills equipped with high 
precision GPS.

Blasting
SRG Global supplies the necessary 
skills and resources to undertake a 
whole range of blasting activities 
including:
• Production blasting services
• Pre-split and final wall blasting
• Civil excavation
• Sensitive blasting services within 

close proximity to infrastructure 
and heritage areas

• Accurate blast monitoring and 
analysis of vibration and noise

• Stringent quality control processes 
and systems

Explosives supply and 
management
SRG Global offer our customers a 
complete explosives supply and 
management solutin compliant with 
local state legislation, including:
• Supply of bulk and initiating 

explosives
• Storage infrastructure and 

equipment
• Mobile processing units (MPU)

Drilling and equipment hire
SRG Global can tailor a drilling 
equipment hire solution for your 
project.  Our modern drill fleet can 
be dry or wet hired to suit individual 
project requirements. 
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Geotechnical 
Services and 
Applications

MINING 
SERVICES

Bringing high walls and 
ground slopes under control

SRG Global has extensive experience 
in undertaking geotechnical ground 
support and slope stablisation works 
for mining clients and has a long 
history of successful projects in the 
Australian mining sector.

SRG Global work closely with our key 
suppliers to ensure our customers 
have the most effective solution.

Our typical geotechnical services 
include:

• Rope access services
• Geotechnical investigation
• Geotechnical instrument 

installation
• Rock scaling and geotechnical 

remediation
• Rockfall protection systems 

including engineered catch 
barriers

• Rockfall mesh installation

• Shotcreting including fibre 
reinforced shotcrete

• Rock bolt drilling and installation
• Crest pins and soils nails
• Crusher pocket wall support
• High reach drilling
• Depressurisation

Ground support products

SRG Global provide a variety of 
ground support products including 
cable bolts and rock bolts.

Providing rock bolts including 
rock anchors, soil nails, GFRP 
bars and self drilling anchors as 
well as bulbed, plain, multistrand, 
debonded, corrosion protected 
cable bolts for ground and slope 
stabilisation.

We can also provide cable bolt 
accessories including bearing plates, 
packing, grout tube and barrels and 
wedges.
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Specialist 
Drilling Services

MINING 
SERVICES

Customised drilling 
solutions

SRG Global can provide customised 
drilling solutions tailored to specific 
requirements.

RC Grade Control

SRG Global can provide our valued 
customers with high quality reverse 
circulation (RC) grade control drilling 
services through a fleet of purpose-
built drills and sampling equipment.

The RC grade control drills we own 
have operating ranges of 30m to 
180m in depth.

• DRA 600 / progradex sample 
system - 180m depth

• Sandvik DR580 / Metzke sample 
system - 36m depth

• Epiroc D65 / Metzke sample 
system - 30m depth

High Reach Drilling

SRG Global has an unrivalled 
capability for rock bolt drilling and 
installation at heights.  Our fleet of 
high reach drills were designed and 
built in-house to meet the needs of 
Australia’s largest open-pit mines.  
Our purpose-built machines can drill 

at heights of up to 20 metres from 
ground level, with hole lengths to 
25m.  These drills are equipped with 
automated rod handling systems 
which eliminate the need for manual 
handling of drilling consumables at 
heights.

Geotechnical Specialist 
Drilling

SRG Global can design and 
implement custom solutions for our 
clients, and like all of our drilling 
services, our specialist and custom 
solutions conform to our industry-
leading standards for safety, quality 
and environmental protection.

SRG Global has a number of 
specialty drill rigs in our fleet 
including:

• Marini Drill wagon - 76mm to 
130mm hole diameter to depths 
of 9m

• Sandvik Scout DX800 (radio 
remote controlled) - 76mm to 
127mm hole diameter to depths of 
29m

• Sandvik Ranger DX800 - 76mm to 
127mm hole diameter to depths to 
29m

Horizontal Depressurisation 
(Dewatering) Drilling

Utilising our fleet of customised 
drill rigs and support equipment, 
SRG Global provide horizontal 
depressurisation (dewatering) 
drilling to depths up to 200 metres.  
Our specialist drill rigs and ancillary 
equipment can be operated via 
remote control to ensure optimal 
safety of personnel.

Support Services

Upon request, SRG Global can 
provide specialist support services 
for your mining project, including:

• Equipment maintenance including 
parts

• Specialist drill and blast labour hire
• Secondary rock breakage utilising 

excavator mounted rock hammer
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Rope  
Access

MINING 
SERVICES

Providing access to difficult 
to reach structures or 
locations

SRG Global has a large team 
of experienced and trained 
geotechnical rope access technicians 
who are available to provide a 
range of services on difficult to 
access structures or areas where 
scaffolding, elevated working 
platforms (EWP) or other access 

solutions are too costly or not 
practical.

SRG Global are IRATA (Industrial 
Rope Access Trade Association) 
certified and are aligned to 
internationally recognised standards.  
We employ comprehensive safety 
and quality management systems for 
the use of rope access techniques 
across drilling, geotechnical, 
industrial and construction projects.

Our services include:

• Geotechnical inspections and 
instrument installation

• Geotechnical rock scaling
• Drilling via rope access (Marini 

Drill wagon)
• Rockfall mesh installation
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Scaffold and 
access solutions

MINING 
SERVICES

Overcome any access 
challenge

As a leading supplier and contractor 
of scaffolding and access solutions, 
we have the engineering skills, 
qualified and experienced personnel 
and material resources to tackle even 
the most complex access challenge.

We can design and supply 
scaffolding to any type and scale,  
as well as swing stages and 
mechanical access and provide  
rope access as an alternative to  
fixed scaffold. Large scale 
management packages for major 
projects in the oil and gas, resource 
or industrial sectors, include supply, 
storage, stock management, 
transport and maintenance of 
scaffold material at remote offshore 
and onshore locations.

Scaffolders

SRG Global provide an on-
site workforce of experienced 
scaffolders and riggers, wherever 
your project may be.

Modular scaffold

SRG Global can provide modular 
scaffolding system (Kwikstage), 
A-frames, Ring Lock system, stair 
access and accessories.

Swing Stages

Altrex swing stages, flexible 
configurations and accessories.

Hoists

Material hoists, combi lifts, winches, 
100kg to 3 tonne.
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Mine 
infrastructure

MINING 
SERVICES

Engineering, construction 
and maintenance of critical 
mining infrastructure

SRG Global specialises in the 
construction, protection and 
maintenance of crticial mine 
infrastructure.  With the specialist 
expertise to access difficult 
areas, the engineering expertise 
to understand the lifecycle 
of various structures, and the 
technical expertise to monitor your 
infrastructure over time.

Crusher pocket wall 
supports

SRG Global provide crusher pocket 
wall support services for mines 
across Australia and have also 
completed these works in Panama 
and Zambia.

Mine Infrastructure 
Construction

From cable stayed conveyors to 
bridge construction, SRG Global is 
able to offer mining customers the 
end-to-end solution for construction 
of critical infrastructure.

Monitoring of critical 
infrastructure

SRG Global offer radar monitoring 
of mines utilising Reutech Mining’s 
Movement and Surveying Radars. 
The services offer safer working 
environments through reduction of 
risk with the areas being monitored 
24/7 in all weather conditions which 
can provide instantaneous safety 
alerts of live video feed.
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Industrial 
Services

MINING 
SERVICES

Streamlining the job of 
preventative maintenance

SRG Global has expansive 
capabilities across all aspects of 
industrial services, particularly 
mineral processing and heavy 
manufacturing facilities.

Tasks such as ultra high-pressure 
water blasting, refractory 
management and materials handling 
normally require several different 
contractors to handle each element 
of the job. 

SRG Global is unique in that we can 
self-perform almost every facet of 
preventative maintenance, including 
shutdown planning, access, industrial 
cleaning and rectification works.

We work quickly and efficiently, and 
when problems are encountered we 
have the engineering mindset and 
capability to overcome them without 
the need for outside intervention. 
The result is a safer and more cost-
competitive service.

High Pressure Cleaning

SRG Global has extensive experience 
in providing safe and efficient 
high pressure cleaning services 
throughout Australia and New 
Zealand. Our experienced Ausjet 
trained operators, comprehensive 
work methodologies and vast range 
of spare parts and accessories, 
ensures that equipment break  
down is minimised and the job is 
done in the safest and most efficient 
way possible.
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Hong Kong

Kuwait

Panama

United Kingdom

Bahrain

Qatar

Oman

Philippines
Malaysia

Indonesia

Thailand

Singapore

Papua New Guinea

Australia

Ireland

Zambia

Sudan

Lesotho

South Africa

New Zealand

United States

Canada

Our global 
footprint

srgglobal.com.au

CORPORATE HEAD OFFICE 
Level 1, 338 Barker Rd 
Subiaco WA 6008

+61 8 9267 5400 
info@srgglobal.com.au
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